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Introduction

Launched in June 2023, the Guidebook on State Obligations for Conflict-Related Sexual Violence comprehensively compiles the applicable international law and standards relevant to CRSV to inform States of their international legal obligations to address CRSV. It covers State obligations set out under international humanitarian law (IHL), international human rights law (IHRL) and UN Security Council (UNSC) resolutions, and analyses these obligations by legal instrument. The Guidebook aims to improve States’ awareness of their international obligations, and to provide them with an accessible and easy to use tool to ensure that they are meeting their obligations to prevent, stop, and respond to CRSV under international law. It is also intended to serve as an advocacy tool for survivor groups, CSOs, and NGOs.

NOTE TO READERS: CRSV is sexual violence that is related to a conflict. Generally, sexual violence refers to any act of a sexual nature committed against any person under coercive circumstances without their consent, and may be physical, psychological and/or verbal. However, approaches differ on how closely related sexual violence should be to conflict in order to be qualified as CRSV. Further, CRSV can fall within the scope of other kinds of internationally prohibited violence. For example, under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, CRSV may be a manifestation of gender-based violence. Readers are encouraged to consult the Guidebook’s “Introduction” chapter for more information on the definition of CRSV.

Having realised during the drafting of the Guidebook that many of the obligations identified in it repeat and are mutually reinforcing across legal frameworks, the decision was made to create the Overview. The Overview is organised by obligation as opposed to legal instrument, and identifies the “core” obligations that are consistent across the legal frameworks analysed in the Guidebook, with the exception of UNSC resolutions. The Overview is meant to be a shorter and simplified version of the Guidebook, and to provide States, survivors and other stakeholders with a general, rather than detailed and complex, overview of what is required under international law.

The Guidebook and the Overview are meant to serve as the core pillars of the work of the Mukwege Foundation’s Red Line Initiative. The Red Line Initiative is rooted in the belief that sexual violence in conflict and as a method of warfare represents a violation of our shared humanity that can no longer be accepted as an unfortunate, but unpreventable part of armed conflict. Rather, it must be prioritised as a wholly unacceptable tactic that has no place in modern warfare. Like all aspects of the Mukwege Foundation’s work, the Red Line Initiative employs a survivor-centred approach that seeks to not only ensure that the law is responsive to the needs and desires of victims/survivors, but also that victims/survivors actively participate in the design and development of education and advocacy tools to realise their legal rights to justice, accountability, and redress.

The Overview contains 5 chapters:
1. Introduction
2. Prevention
3. Justice and accountability
4. Humanitarian response
5. Reparations

The titles for chapters 2 to 5 repeat the themes used in the Guidebook to categorise CRSV obligations under an international legal instrument. Each chapter contains all core obligations that are directly relevant to that same theme, defined as follows:

1. Prevention. “Prevention” refers to the actions that States must take to prevent the (re)occurrence of CRSV;

2. Justice and accountability. “Justice and accountability” concerns the steps required to investigate/prosecute perpetrators of CRSV and to hold States accountable for violations of their international obligations, as well as to make all justice avenues accessible to victims/survivors;

3. Humanitarian response. “Humanitarian response” refers to what States must immediately do to alleviate the suffering of victims/survivors of CRSV in a crisis;

4. Reparations. The 2005 UN General Assembly (UNGA) resolution on Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Human Rights and Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law sets out the right of victims/survivors to redress from States. The concept of “redress” has two components: substantive, in the form of reparation (restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, satisfaction and guarantee of non-repetition); and procedural, in the form of an effective remedy. “Remedy” relates to ensuring that there is an appropriate legislative framework and institutions to provide for prompt and effective investigations, victim/survivor participation in any proceedings, and prosecution and punishment of those responsible. Several international instruments address these two components together under the heading of “remedy” without distinguishing. However, in the Overview, as in the Guidebook, remedy is addressed as a part of “Justice and Accountability”, while reparation is covered under “Reparations.

Some obligations may fall within multiple thematic areas. Their placement in one thematic area should not be understood as limiting an obligation’s scope.

1. Methodology

The Overview is based on an extensive review of all international legal obligations covered in the Guidebook that we define as “common”. “Common” designates those obligations that appear in more than one legally binding source of international law, and whose content is largely similar. This allowed us to combine all common obligations into one “core” obligation. All core obligations contain footnotes to direct readers to the binding sources of international law they are derived from, so that they
may be consulted for further detail. Express reference to such sources in the Overview’s main text is made only where we felt it necessary to provide guidance on differences across legal frameworks.

Binding sources of international law include treaties and their protocols, customary law (which is where there is widespread, representative State practice that is accepted by States as being required by law), and the jurisprudence of international courts and tribunals (which, while binding only on the parties to a case, is nevertheless authoritative). Where a common obligation is not extensively detailed under binding international law, reference is also made to other material from authoritative bodies, such as the UN treaty bodies, which offer guidance as to how an obligation may be best interpreted and implemented. While not strictly binding, such material is persuasive.

2. Scope

The Overview focuses on State obligations to prevent, stop, and respond to CRSV under international law, whether committed by State or non-State, public or private actors. Due to its condensed nature, the Overview is limited in the detail it provides. Readers looking for a more thorough examination of these obligations are encouraged to consult the Guidebook.

2.1 The Non-Inclusion of UNSC Resolutions

The absence of UNSC resolutions in the Overview’s core obligations is not meant to overshadow their impact on the fight against CRSV. The UNSC has frequently examined conflict situations involving CRSV under its Women, Peace and Security Agenda, and has openly expressed concern over CRSV committed in numerous countries. Thanks to its vast enforcement powers under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, the UNSC has established multiple sanctions regimes against perpetrators of CRSV, and created the Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual Violence in Conflict, whose contribution to the eradication of CRSV has been priceless. In recognition of the UNSC’s role and influence in raising awareness of and addressing CRSV, the Guidebook includes a chapter on its relevant resolutions.

Obligations derived from UNSC resolutions are not included in the Overview for two reasons. First, UNSC resolutions do not contribute to the development of customary international law and, as a result, do not help create obligations that exist independently of treaty law. While the International Law Commission (ILC) has found that in certain cases the practice of international organisations may contribute to the existence and content of rules of customary international law, the weight to be given to such practice depends on a variety of factors, including the number of Member States the organisation is made up of and its nature. The UNSC, while an organ of the UN, is comprised of a small number of States and, consequently, its practice is unlikely to be given much weight. UNSC resolutions are also unlikely to provide evidence that a practice has been accepted by States as law: while resolutions of an international organisation may provide evidence for determining the existence and content of a rule of customary international law, or contribute to its development, by
reflecting its Members’ views, the weight of resolutions adopted by organs with more limited membership ‘is likely to be less’. This is not true for resolutions of the UN General Assembly, ‘a plenary organ of the United Nations with virtually universal participation’, as evidenced by the International Court of Justice’s jurisprudence.

Secondly, UNSC resolutions are not always binding, unlike treaty and customary law. Whether resolutions may be deemed ‘decisions’ and, as such, have binding force depends on the language that they use. In each case, regard must be had to the terms of the resolution, the discussions leading to it, the UN Charter provisions invoked and all circumstances surrounding the adoption of a resolution. Even when the Council adopts legally binding resolutions, their implementation has encountered obstacles at the national level. It is perhaps because of this that the resolutions on CRSV, while often using binding language, also contain provisions that are more properly characterised as recommendations, and/or replicate obligations that already exist under IHL and IHRL. For example, in resolution 1325, the Council required all parties to an armed conflict to cease all acts of sexual violence with immediate effect by recalling their commitments under the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the Convention on the Rights of the Child and the Geneva Conventions, among others.

3. Impact

We believe that the Overview will make the law relevant to CRSV more accessible to those who are not familiar with navigating the range of international legal instruments that address CRSV. The Overview should be used as an additional tool that supplements the Guidebook, and will hopefully contribute to a deeper understanding for the Mukwege Foundation, States, CRSV survivors and other stakeholders of the scope of States’ current obligations and help to identify where there are gaps or deficiencies.
Prevention

Introduction

States have multifaceted obligations to prevent CRSV. Prevention is not merely about averting individual incidents of CRSV, but about fostering a culture where such acts are universally deemed unacceptable. Drawing from the foundational tenets of international humanitarian law, international human rights law, and regional human rights mechanisms, prevention encompasses a spectrum of actions. From educating populations about the horrors of CRSV and challenging deeply entrenched societal norms that allow for the perpetuation of such violence, to establishing robust legal frameworks that criminalise these acts and holding perpetrators accountable, prevention demands a holistic approach. It requires States to be proactive, to anticipate potential triggers of CRSV, and to put in place measures that not only respond to but also anticipate and mitigate these risks. In sum, the obligation to prevent CRSV embodies a State's broader obligations to safeguard the rights, dignity, and safety of its populace, ensuring that no individual lives in fear of it.

In this section, we have ordered the common prevention obligations in the following manner: first, we begin with prevention obligations considered “procedural”, meaning the legislative foundations necessary for a State to be able to begin to address CRSV. Second, common obligations related to the scope of a State’s obligation to prevent, including territorial and in relation to non-state actors are set out. Finally, this section presents the common “substantive” prevention obligations, i.e., obligations that are meant to address and remedy the deep-seated social norms that allow for the commission and re-occurrence of CRSV.

Common Obligations

States should ratify a variety of international legal instruments to eradicate CRSV

States should ratify all international legal instruments relevant to the eradication of CRSV, such as:

- The Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols;\(^{17}\)
- All core United Nations human rights treaties and their Optional Protocols;\(^ {18}\)
- All regional human rights treaties and their Protocols;\(^ {19}\)
- The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court;\(^ {20}\)
- The Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951) and its Protocol (1967);\(^ {21}\)
- The Arms Trade Treaty;\(^ {22}\)
- The 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons and the 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness,\(^ {23}\) the International Labour Organization Domestic Workers Convention, 2011 (No. 189) and all other
instruments relevant to the eradication of CRSV that occurs in the form of trafficking.24

States must criminalise CRSV in all its forms

States must take measures necessary to suppress acts contrary to international humanitarian law and human rights law.25 Criminalising sexual violence in all its forms and in all contexts is an important part of implementing this more general obligation.26

To criminalise CRSV effectively, States must review, amend, rescind or nullify any existing laws and regulation that facilitate its perpetration,27 and should incorporate all international legal provisions relevant to the eradication of CRSV within their domestic legislation.28

States must not define sexual violence, in particular rape, restrictively

When criminalising CRSV, States must not define sexual violence restrictively.29 States must characterise sexual violence, in particular rape, as a crime based on the lack of freely given consent,30 including in the absence of physical resistance by the victim/survivor,31 and take into account coercive circumstances.32 For example, States should not describe sexual violence as ‘sexual intercourse involving male and female genital organs’, which excludes other forms of sexual abuse and rape of male victims,33 or as involving only ‘force or threat of immediate attack’.34

Further, consent should not be presumed in circumstances of generalised violence and mass atrocities in which international crimes are committed.35

States must address CRSV committed by private actors

The responsibility of States extends beyond addressing violations of international law by State agents to also ensuring accountability for private individuals and entities that have perpetrated CRSV, such as national corporations operating extraterritorially in conflict-affected areas, armed groups, paramilitaries, private military contractors, organised criminal groups, vigilantes, and other non-state actors. States must prevent and respond to violations of international law committed by private actors.36

In certain circumstances, States can also become directly responsible for the violations, which entails further obligations such as to provide reparations.37 This depends on whether:

- The acts or omissions of private actors are acts attributable to the State itself;38
- The acts or omissions committed by private agents are on the instruction or under the direction or control of that State;39
- The State did not take steps to prevent human rights violations perpetrated by any person, organisation or enterprise. A failure to do so when State authorities are aware or should be aware of the risk of such violations constitutes a breach of international law.40
States must address CRSV that occurs outside their territory

States’ obligations to prevent and respond to CRSV must be fulfilled both within and outside their territory.

International humanitarian law is applicable to any armed conflict, whether international or non-international. As a result, parties to a conflict cannot be absolved of their obligations under international humanitarian law when the conflict reaches beyond the territory of a single State. The matter is more complex under international human rights law. For a State to have human rights duties towards any person, and for that person to have human rights enforced by and against that State, that State must have jurisdiction (meaning control) over that person or the space they inhabit. For that to happen, control must be effective. Control is effective if, for example:

- That State exercises control over an area, usually its own territory, or another territory where it conducts military actions that indicate power or authority, as in the case of States that occupy others;
- That State exercises control over specific individuals, such as detainees;
- That State exercises control over activities that have a foreseeable impact on that person’s human rights.

States must ensure that no one under their jurisdiction suffers CRSV that amounts to torture or ill-treatment

To protect an individual’s dignity and physical and mental integrity, States must ensure that no one under their jurisdiction suffers CRSV that amounts to torture or ill-treatment, whether committed by private or public actors. States must prevent torture of which the authorities had or should have had knowledge, and should provide protection to any person without discrimination. The prohibition is absolute, and remains in force in emergencies, such as war. Torture means any physical or mental act that causes severe pain or suffering and is intentionally inflicted on a person for a specific purpose, such as:

- Obtaining information or a confession;
- Punishment for an act that person or another (may have) committed;
- Intimidation or coercion;
- Discrimination of any kind.

Torture must be inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.

Pain and suffering that is not severe enough but still meets all other elements of torture amounts to other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (“ill-treatment”), and is just as equally prohibited.
States must not deport, expel, return (“refouler”), extradite or otherwise remove a person to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that the person would be in danger of being subjected to CRSV that amounts to torture or ill-treatment.

States must not deport, expel, return (“refouler”), extradite or otherwise remove a person from their territory where there are substantial grounds for believing that there is a real risk of CRSV in the country to which the person may subsequently be removed. In addition, States must not remove any person to a third State where they may later be returned to the country where they suffered this risk.

The risk of CRSV need not be highly probable, but it must be real and foreseeable, taking into account that country’s situation and the individual’s personal circumstances.

The prohibition remains in force even if the risk is caused by non-State actors, whose acts the receiving State is unable to prevent or whose impunity it is unable to counter.

**States should collect data on CRSV to develop policies aimed at its eradication**

States should collect, analyse and use quantitative and qualitative data to develop and monitor policies aimed at the eradication of CRSV. Data should be disaggregated by age, sex, ethnicity and other intersecting identities of the victims/survivors and include the number of complaints, investigations, prosecutions and convictions that may have taken place. Data should respect standards of confidentiality, anonymity and protection of personal data.

**States must allow victims/survivors of CRSV to participate in its eradication**

States must allow victims/survivors of CRSV to participate in all processes relevant to its eradication, in a gender-inclusive and culturally-sensitive manner. For example, States may do so by:

- Promoting their fair and equitable representation in national and local governments’ functions, public services, the army and the police and other law enforcement institutions, particularly at high-level positions;
- Involving women’s organisations, marginalised women and girls, other civil society organisations, the private sector and the media in all efforts to eliminate prejudices and customary practices based on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on stereotyped roles for men and women;
- Involving victims/survivors of CRSV, including those belonging to marginalised groups, in conflict-prevention processes, peace-making and post-conflict
procedures, security sector reform and disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration, and migration policies;

- Involving victims/survivors of CRSV to participate in the provision of redress, for example through consultation or inclusion as staff.

**States must educate their population on CRSV**

States must widely educate their population, whether civilian or military, on the prohibition of CRSV.

At the civilian level, States must undertake sustained awareness campaigns, ensuring that every segment of society, from urban centres to remote villages, is informed about the criminal nature and the moral reprehensibility of CRSV. Such educational endeavours should not only focus on the legal ramifications but also address the deep-seated cultural and societal norms that may inadvertently perpetuate such violence. Accordingly, States are encouraged to integrate CRSV education into school curricula, ensuring that future generations grow up with a clear understanding of the issue and its implications. Similarly, to avoid the revictimisation of CRSV victims/survivors, States should provide targeted training on CRSV to police and all those working within the criminal justice system, including lawyers, prosecutors, judges and medical personnel, border and security guards, and labour inspectors.

At the military level, States should provide training on CRSV specifically designed for members of their security forces deployed internationally, and adopt codes of conduct and protocols expressly prohibiting all forms of sexual violence.

**States must take special measures to address discriminatory forms of CRSV**

While States must apply international law without discrimination, to prohibit discrimination is not to prohibit differentiation in treatment: in addressing CRSV, States must be inclusive and responsive to the unique challenges faced by individuals that are part of groups at higher risk of CRSV as a result of structurally and societally imposed, and often intersectional, conditions of discrimination. In this sense, States must not only refrain from violating their rights, but also adopt positive measures to prevent violations.

As a general rule, States must afford special protection to persons at risk of CRSV such as:

- Women;
- Children;
- Persons with disabilities;
- LGBTQI+ persons;
- Refugees, asylum-seekers, and internally displaced persons;
- Racial and ethnic minorities;
- Indigenous persons;
- Religious and linguistic minorities;
• Economically, socially and/or politically disadvantaged persons;\textsuperscript{90}
• Persons in detention.\textsuperscript{91}

Examples of special protection measures include:

• Protecting detained persons against acts of violence or intimidation. For example, women in detention must be provided with separate dormitories (except where families are accommodated as family units) and sanitary conveniences, and be under the supervision of women;\textsuperscript{92}
• Prohibiting the recruitment and use of children in armed conflict;\textsuperscript{93}
• The inclusion of persons with disabilities on an equal basis in national emergency and evacuation protocols,\textsuperscript{94} their prioritisation in receiving humanitarian relief by virtue of the medical assistance or care they may require,\textsuperscript{95} and the establishment of information and communication helplines and hotlines that are accessible to them;\textsuperscript{96}
• Reducing overcrowding in refugee camps, and providing medical, social, legal, psychological and material support to and identify the specific needs of persons located in migrant holding centres;\textsuperscript{97}
• Informing victims/survivors that belong to linguistic minorities of their rights, support services and legal measures in a language that they understand or with the assistance of interpreters and translators;\textsuperscript{98}
• Providing children born of rape and their mothers with support, including free legal aid, subsidies for the child’s upbringing, counselling, equal access to vocational training, and public awareness campaigns to combat their stigmatisation and social isolation.\textsuperscript{99}

\textbf{NOTE TO READERS:} For more information on the meaning of intersectionality, readers are encouraged to consult the Guidebook’s “Introduction” chapter, “An Intersectional Approach to International Law” subsection. For more information on at-risk groups, readers should consult the Guidebook’s “Introduction” chapter, “The Concept of ‘Vulnerability’ in International Human Rights Law” subsection.

States should establish national human rights mechanisms to help them eradicate CRSV

States should establish national human rights mechanisms to help them discharge their obligations to prevent and respond to CRSV.\textsuperscript{100} Further, they should guarantee that such mechanisms are fully independent, provided with the resources necessary for the effective exercise of their mandate and are compliant with the principles relating to the status of national institutions for the promotion and protection of human rights (the Paris Principles).\textsuperscript{101}
States must report on the measures they have adopted to eliminate CRSV to the relevant overseeing body

States must report on all measures they have adopted to give effect to their international legal obligations to prevent and respond to CRSV. Reports must be submitted to the bodies that oversee the implementation of the treaties that States have ratified, and be made available to the public. In their reports, States should indicate the factors and difficulties, if any, affecting the implementation of their international legal obligations and steps taken to overcome them, and include the data that they have collected on CRSV.
Justice and Accountability

Introduction

The concepts of justice and accountability are intertwined and indispensable to the fight to end CRSV. Justice is not merely confined to the corridors of courts; it is a broader commitment to ensuring that victims/survivors of CRSV are heard, acknowledged, and provided with avenues for redress. Accountability, on the other hand, demands that States not only investigate and punish perpetrators but also establish mechanisms that prevent the recurrence of CRSV. In short, States have an extensive set of responsibilities that go beyond prosecution, encompassing a holistic approach to justice that addresses the needs of victims, holds perpetrators accountable, and aims to eradicate CRSV in all its forms.

Obligations under this category reflect the order from start to finish of all of the components necessary to achieving meaningful justice and accountability. This order is not an unbending rule: the process towards justice and accountability for CRSV is not always clear-cut and may take different routes to realisation.

Common Obligations

States must provide victims/survivors of CRSV with access to justice

States must remove and prevent barriers that preclude victims/survivors of CRSV from accessing justice,\(^\text{106}\) including seemingly neutral measures that have an adverse impact on certain persons, such as laws that criminalise homosexuality. Their enforcement results in the victim/survivor having to choose between silence or a risk of facing charges after reporting sexual violence.\(^\text{107}\)

Other obstacles to justice include:

- Statutes of limitations that subject the investigation and prosecution of CRSV to a time limit;\(^\text{108}\)
- Amnesties granted to perpetrators of CRSV;\(^\text{109}\)
- Defences of superior order;\(^\text{110}\)
- Rules of immunity;\(^\text{111}\)
- Broad State secrecy laws;\(^\text{112}\)
- The stigmatisation and marginalisation faced by victims/survivors of sexual violence at the family and community levels;\(^\text{113}\)
- Lack of confidentiality and protection of victims/survivors throughout criminal proceedings;\(^\text{114}\)
- Lack of free legal aid for victims/survivors;\(^\text{115}\)
- Evidential burdens and procedural requirements that interfere with a victim/survivor’s right to redress, such as courts requiring evidence of physical
resistance to sexual violence by the victims/survivors to show lack of consent;\textsuperscript{116}

- Disregard for the best interests of a child victim/survivor during proceedings;\textsuperscript{117}
- Corruption of justice system professionals;\textsuperscript{118}
- The inaccessibility of legal information and procedures to report violations and abuses;\textsuperscript{119}
- Inadequate and/or discriminatory domestic legislation,\textsuperscript{120} such as laws that permit rapists to escape punishment if they marry the victim/survivor,\textsuperscript{121} laws that punish victims/survivors of domestic violence,\textsuperscript{122} and restrictive immigration laws that discourage victims/survivors from submitting complaints;\textsuperscript{123}
- The mandatory referral of cases of sexual violence to alternative dispute resolution processes.\textsuperscript{124}

**States must establish impartial and effective complaints mechanisms to receive complaints of CRSV**

To ensure that victims/survivors of CRSV have access to effective protection and remedies, States must establish impartial and effective complaints mechanisms to receive complaints of CRSV.\textsuperscript{125} Such mechanisms must be made known and accessible to the public.\textsuperscript{126} In particular, it is fundamental that they be available to:

- Persons deprived of their liberty,\textsuperscript{127} for example via telephone hotlines or confidential complaints boxes in detention facilities.\textsuperscript{128} Complaints must be promptly examined,\textsuperscript{129} preferably by a body independent of the authority in charge of places of detention or imprisonment;\textsuperscript{130}
- Persons belonging to at-risk or marginalised groups.\textsuperscript{131}

States should protect victims/survivors of CRSV that have submitted complaints against reprisals and intimidation.\textsuperscript{132}

**States must investigate reports of CRSV**

States must independently, impartially, promptly and thoroughly investigate reports of CRSV committed by State or non-State actors under their jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{133}

States should keep victims/survivors informed about the investigation’s progress and results,\textsuperscript{134} while mindful of the impact the investigation may have on victims/survivors. To that end, States should use investigative procedures and practices sensitive to the needs of at-risk victims/survivors,\textsuperscript{135} for example by hiring female police officers and qualified interpreters, and establishing special protection units and gender desks in police stations.\textsuperscript{136} States should also ensure that, where the physical and psychological forensic examination of the victim/survivor is necessary, it is conducted independently and with all appropriate sensitivity, in accordance with the Istanbul Protocol.\textsuperscript{137}

The duty to investigate arises automatically in cases of CRSV amounting to torture or ill-treatment, even in the absence of a formal complaint.\textsuperscript{138}
States must prosecute incidents of CRSV

States must prosecute CRSV committed by State or non-State actors under their jurisdiction, with penalties commensurate with the severity of the crime. To guarantee the proper administration of justice in cases of CRSV, States should strengthen the independence of the judiciary against interference, for example by halting the application of military law, and providing judges with the resources necessary to investigate past and ongoing serious human rights violations in conflict situations.

States should respect and guarantee the unique needs of at-risk victims/survivors in the prosecution of CRSV, for example by:

- Establishing juvenile specialised courts and criminal procedures;
- Increasing the number of judges specialising in sexual violence;
- Improving the representation of women in the judiciary.

In the absence of domestic prosecution, States can cooperate with an international criminal tribunal, such as the International Criminal Court, and hand over perpetrators of CRSV for trial.

States must protect victims/survivors of CRSV from retaliation

In the absence of protection, victims/survivors of CRSV may be afraid of resorting to justice for fear of retaliation. States must adopt measures to protect victims/survivors who resort to legal proceedings.

Measures include:

- Protection orders for victims/survivors in situations of immediate danger;
- Legislation criminalising threats, harassment, intimidation and omission by State officials;
- Protecting their privacy and safety, including through gender-sensitive court procedures and measures;
- Conducting proceedings in a prompt and speedy manner, to avoid unnecessary delay;
- Removing alleged perpetrators from any position of control or power, whether direct or indirect, over complainants, victims/survivors, witnesses and their families as well as those conducting investigations;
- Protecting persons and organisations fighting for and representing victims/survivors against threats, harassment and reprisal.

Any individual, because of their status as victim/survivor of CRSV, may be exposed to further violence and be revictimised as a result, whether within or outside the courtroom. This obligation, with its focus on retaliation, is meant to deal only with the procedural aspects of the revictimisation faced by victims/survivors that begin legal proceedings. The next section, focusing on Humanitarian Response, covers instead...
all substantive, positive measures that States must or should adopt to ensure that victims/survivors avoid revictimisation in their daily lives and are able to recover.
Humanitarian Response

Introduction

A State’s humanitarian response requires a multi-faceted approach that goes beyond legal redress. It encompasses medical, psychological, and social support services that are designed to meet the immediate and long-term needs of victims. States are obligated to provide comprehensive, holistic care to ensure that victims/survivors not only recover, but are also empowered to rebuild their lives.

Common Obligations

States must provide victims/survivors of CRSV with appropriate, holistic care

In conflict-affected areas, access to essential services such as health care, including sexual and reproductive health services, is disrupted. Consequently, victims/survivors are at a greater risk of unplanned pregnancy, severe sexual and reproductive injuries, contracting sexually transmitted infections and suffering other physical and psychological injuries following CRSV. States must take measures to provide all victims/survivors with the medical care and assistance that they require without discrimination and in an accessible manner, including:

- Ensuring equal access to health care facilities and reproductive health services, including treatment for sexually transmitted infections, that are affordable, adequate, culturally relevant and accessible;
- Ensuring equal access to psychosocial and psychological care;
- Ensuring that health care services are provided by qualified health workers, trained in recognising signs of sexual violence and adapting care to the unique needs of at-risk groups;
- A patient privacy policy to ensure doctor-patient confidentiality;
- Improving access to maternal health care, pre- and post-natal care and emergency obstetric services;
- Facilitating access to adequate contraceptive and family planning methods;
- Ensuring that all children are immediately registered at birth and issued birth certificates, irrespective of their migration status or that of their parents;
- Allowing access to legal voluntary termination of pregnancy under safe and dignified conditions without harassment or risk of criminal penalties.

In practice, victims/survivors have needs that go beyond medical care and assistance and are likely to last after the temporal scope of armed conflict and the application of international law. International humanitarian law and international human rights law are complementary on this issue, and require the adoption of a survivor-centred approach that considers the need to respect victims/survivors' human rights. It would be meaningless to provide medical care if adequate food, clothing, shelter and hygiene were not provided alongside, especially when severely wounded persons are being...
treated over a longer period of time. In light of its object and purpose, the obligation to provide victims/survivors with care should be interpreted holistically, to encompass not only medical care but also, at a minimum, the provision of food, clothing, shelter and hygiene. In this sense, States must rehabilitate victims/survivors. Rehabilitation seeks to enable the maximum possible self-sufficiency and function for the individual concerned, and may involve adjustments to the person’s physical and social environment. Rehabilitation for victims/survivors should aim to restore, as far as possible, their independence, physical, mental, social and vocational ability, and full inclusion and participation in society in the aftermath of CRSV. Rehabilitative measures include:

- Setting up and adequately funding prevention and early assistance centres, and temporary shelters;
- Establishing a free 24-hour hotline for anyone experiencing violence;
- Provision of material and legal assistance to victims/survivors. For example, States should grant victims/survivors of human trafficking a stable residence status and basic livelihood;
- Re-integrative and social services, community and family-oriented assistance and services, vocational training, and education.
Reparations

Introduction

Reparations are emblematic of a State’s commitment to justice, acknowledgment of harm, and its dedication to restoring the dignity of victims/survivors by ensuring that they are given meaningful avenues for healing and restoration.

The provision of reparations goes beyond compensation. It encompasses a range of measures such as restitution, rehabilitation, and satisfaction, aimed at holistically remedying the physical, psychological, and social harms suffered by victims/survivors. In essence, reparations represent a State’s pledge to rebuild trust, foster reconciliation, and unequivocally affirm the inherent dignity and worth of every individual affected by CRSV.

Common Obligations

States must make reparations to victims/survivors of CRSV

States must make reparations to victims/survivors of CRSV, whether committed by State or non-State actors, for the harm suffered. Victims/survivors have a right to have reparations be determined by any authority competent to do so, such as national tribunals. Reparation includes:

- Compensation, whether in the form of money, goods or services. Monetary compensation alone may not be sufficient reparation for a victim/survivor of CRSV;
- Restitution. While not always possible, restitution is designed to re-establish the victim/survivor’s situation before the commission of CRSV. For restitution to be effective, States should address any structural causes of the violation, including discrimination related to, for example, gender, sexual orientation, disability, political or other opinion, ethnicity, age and religion, and all other grounds of discrimination;
- Rehabilitation, as discussed under “Humanitarian Response”;
- Satisfaction. Satisfaction encompasses the non-material damage caused by the violations suffered. Measures of satisfaction include, for example, investigation and criminal prosecution of CRSV, full and public disclosure of the truth, an official declaration or judicial decision restoring the victims/survivors’ dignity and reputation, and arranging an official apology;
- Guarantees of non-repetition. Guarantees of non-repetition require States to adopt measures to combat impunity for CRSV, such as those listed throughout the Overview.

Adequate reparation is effective and timely, sensitive and tailored to the needs of at-risk victims/survivors, holistic and proportional to the gravity of the harm suffered.
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